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Abstract

Transfer free energy (TFE) of amino acid side-chains from aqueous environment into lipid bilayers

is an important contributing factor in determining the thermodynamic stability of a transmembrane

protein (TMP). It also provides the basis for understanding TMP folding, membrane insertion, and

structure-function relationship. We have derived a General Transfer Free Energy Profile (GeTFEP)

from β-barrel transmembrane proteins (TMBs). GeTFEP is in good agreement with previous experi-

mentally measured and computationally derived scales. Besides, we show that GeTFEP is applicable

to α-helical transmembrane proteins (TMHs) as well by successfully predicting the number and length

of transmembrane segments. Application of GeTFEP reveals significant insights into the folding and

insertion processes of TMBs. Furthermore, we can predict structurally and/or functionally interesting

sites of TMBs using GeTFEP.
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1 Introduction

Transmembrane proteins (TMPs) play critical roles in metabolic, regulatory and intercellular processes[1].

Among the two major classes of transmembrane proteins (TMPs), transmembrane α-helical proteins

(TMHs) are found predominantly in the plasma membrane of eukaryotic cells, the inner membranes of

eukaryotic organelles and prokaryotes. In contrast, transmembrane β-barrel proteins (TMBs) are lo-

cated in the outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria, mitochondria, and chloroplasts. Dysfunction

or altered function of these proteins can lead to several life-threatening diseases[2]. Knowledge of the

thermodynamic stability of TMPs provides a basis for understanding membrane protein folding, sta-

bility, insertion, and structure-function relationships. It is therefore of fundamental importance for the

development of the medical sciences and biotechnology.

Transfer free energies (TFEs) of amino acid residues from aqueous environment into lipid bilayers are

the pivotal contributing factor to the thermodynamic stability of a transmembrane protein[3, 4]. The

TFEs of 20 amino acid residues, often called hydrophobicity scales, have been measured experimentally

in several systems. The Wimley-White whole residue scale (WW-scale) measures residue partitioning be-

tween water and octanol, using a set of peptides as the host of amino acids[5]. The Hessa et al. biological

scale (H-scale) measures transferring of residues on polypeptides into the ER membrane through translo-

con machinery[6]. The Moon-Fleming whole protein scale (MF-scale) measures TFEs of residues from

water to membrane core in the context of a real membrane protein structure[7]. These experimentally

measured hydrophobicity scales have provided thermodynamic benchmarks, and have been successfully

utilized in predicting TM segments in proteins[8].
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However, experimental measurement of TFEs is technically challenging, costly and cumbersome [9,

10]. Several hydrophobicity scales have been derived computationally, complementing experiments and

expanding our knowledge of the governing principles of membrane protein folding, which can be found

in these reviews [11, 12].

The EZα and EZβ are knowledge-based hydrophobicity scales with application in several aspects such

as positioning TMP in the lipid bilayer, discriminating side-chain decoys, and identifying protein-lipid

interfaces[13, 14]. However, these statistical scales ignore the physical interactions between residues either

from neighboring helices/strands or within the same helix/strand, which are important for membrane

protein insertion and folding[15, 16]. Such detailed interactions can be investigated using molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations [17, 18, 19], but the choice of the reference state before membrane insertion

remains a challenging problem for MD[18].

We have developed an ab initio method that conquers these obstacles by considering intra- and

inter-strand interactions among residues in TMBs and calculates the TFE of a given TM residue in a

TMB with 14 or less strands[20]. Our method calculates the free energy of a TMB by enumerating its

conformations in a reduce state space. As the conformational state space grows rapidly with the strand

number, calculation on a TMB with more strands is time consuming. For a specific host position of a

given TMB, the method calculates the free energies of the TMBs with the residue at the host position

replaced by the amino acid of interest and by an Ala, respectively. The TFE of the amino acid at this

position is the difference between the two free energies. Our results are in excellent agreement with the

MF-scale with a pearson correlation coefficient (r) of 0.90. We have further improved the method with
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several approximation schemes that reduces the running time greatly without loss of the accuracy[21]

enabling us to calculate TFEs efficiently of all the TMBs known so far (up to 26 strands).

In this study, we derive a General Transfer Free Energy Profile (GeTFEP) from a non-redundant

set of TMBs. We show that this transfer free energy profile is general and is applicable to TMHs as

well. Moreover, it provides insights into the membrane insertion of TMBs, and can be used to predict

functional and structural interesting sites of TMBs.

2 Results and discussion

Derivation of GeTFEP

Using the methods we previously developed[20, 21], we calculated the depth-dependent TFE profiles

for TMBs in a non-redundant dataset of 58 TMBs. Although these TMBs are in different assembly

states, have different size (strand numbers), and come from different organisms, their TFE profiles are

remarkably similar (see Fig. S1A for example). Cluster analysis and principle component analysis (PCA)

of the TFE profiles of TMBs show that only one group (56 TMBs) and two outliers (α-hemolysin (PDB

ID: 7ahl), γ-hemolysin (PDB ID: 3b07)) exist. (Fig. 1A and 1B).

We carried out a statistical analysis to determine whether the difference in clustering results are due

to the essential distinction between the TFE profiles of α- and γ-hemolysins or the insufficient data

points in their profiles (since they both consist of repeated hairpins, see Fig. S1). . We computed

TFE profiles for each hairpin in our TMB dataset, and resampled from these profiles. Comparison with
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the resampled hairpin TFE profiles shows that α- and γ-hemolysins are not significantly different from

other hairpins (Fig. 1C). Therefore, we conclude that a general transfer free energy profile exists for all

TMBs, and we derive the GeTFEP by averaging the TFEs of a particular amino acid at the same lipid

bilayer depth (Fig. 1D). GeTFEP shows asymmetry in TFEs in the inner and the outer layers of the

membrane bilayer, consistent with the asymmetric nature of bacterial outer membrane bilayer, which

has an external monolayer of lipopolysaccharide. For the other more symmetric membrane bilayers, we

derived a symmetric TFE profile, sGeTFEP, as well (Fig. S2), by mirroring the regions of the inner

membrane layer of GeTFEP.

Comparison with previous hydrophobicity scales

We first examined if GeTFEP is comparable with previous measured hydrophobicity scales. Since most

experimentally measured scales can not account for the anisotropism of lipid bilayers, we only compared

them with the results of the most hydrocarbon core (depth 0) of GeTFEP (Fig. 2). We refer this

hydrophobicity scale as GeTFEP-mid hereafter. GeTFEP-mid correlates well with the experimentally

measured hydrophobicity scales, with a pearson correlation coefficient (r) of 0.83 for all 20 amino acids

with WW-scale, and 0.92 with H-scale. Particularly, GeTFEP-mid has a r = 0.87 correlation with MF-

scale, which was measured using a TMB, OmpLa, as the host system. GeTFEP-mid correlates with the

computational OmpLa scale[20, 21] as well with r = 0.90 (Fig. S3).

The TFE value of His is less unfavorable in GeTFEP as compared to the MF-scale(Fig. 2). Given

that MF-scale was measured in acidic condition (pH=3.8), where His residue was probably completely
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Figure 1: Derivation of GeTFEP. A. Hierarchical clustering results of 58 TMB TFE profiles. B. Visualization
of 58 TFE profiles in the 3D profile space. Data dimension were reduced to 3 via PCA. The radius of the
sphere is 10, determined by where the jumping happens in the inter-cluster distances in A. TMB 7ahl is
outside the sphere, and 3b07 is just in the sphere. C. Clustering quality (silhouette scores) decreases with
the increase of presumed cluster number. A relative low silhouette score when cluster number is 2 indicates
all 58 TMB TFE profiles belong to one cluster. D. The distribution of distance between resampled hairpin
TFE profiles and the average profile of all the resampled hairpins shows that neither the TFE profile of 7ahl
nor the one of 3b07 are significantly different from hairpins of other TMBs. Both 7ahl and 3b07 are around
the 80th percentile. E. GeTFEP of each residues (blue), and the corresponding curves fitted by 3rd degree
polynomials (red).
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Figure 2: Comparison between GeTFEP and TFEs measured in TMBs. A. Comparison between GeTFEP-
mid and MF-scale shows a good agreement except Pro and His. B. The depth-dependent TFEs of Arg and
Leu of GeTFEP agrees with those measured in the same study of MF-scale.

protonated [7], the TFE value of His in GeTFEP-mid may therefore better reflect its properties in

physiological conditions.

Another notable difference can be found for Pro, which is ranked as favorable as Ile in MF-scale than

in GeTFEP-mid, (Fig. 2). Ile is more often observed in TM regions than Pro not only in TMBs[22]

but also in TMHs[13]. Considering that Pro notoriously tends to disrupt structures of both α-helix and

β-sheet, which is thermodynamically unfavorable in the non-polar core of bilayers[23], the TFE of Pro

in GeTFEP-mid may reflect the energetic role of Pro better in a more general protein structure (more

discussion on Pro in the next section).

GeTFEP shows that TFE of a residue depends on the depth where the residue is transferred to,

reflecting the environmental anisotropy in lipid bilayers. This depth-dependency of GeTFEP agrees well

with previously reported experiments[7] of Arg (r = 0.87) and of Leu (r = 0.75, Fig. 2B).
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Generality of GeTFEP

It was previously suggested that hydrophobicity scales measured in TMB systems may also be applicable

for TMHs[7]. To test the generality of GeTFEP, we performed traditional hydropathy analysis[24] on

TMHs from MPTopo database[25] using GeTFEP-mid. For 90 of the 131 (∼69%) proteins or subunits

in the dataset, GeTFEP-mid correctly predicted both TM regions and numbers of their TM segments,

which performs much better than the other hydrophobicity scales, including the scales measured or

derived from α-helical structure (Tab. 1). For most of the other proteins, GeTFEP correctly predicted

TM regions, but mispredicted the number of TM segments due to concatenation or breaking of TM

segments (see Fig. S4B for example). We also examined the number of TM residues correctly predicted

by GeTFEP-mid. It achieves a ∼85% precision and a ∼71% recall (or sensitivity), which is much better

than the other hydrophobicity scales (Tab. 1). These results imply that GeTFEP is not TMB specific,

and is applicable to general TMP architectures.

To further test the impact of Pro, which is quantitatively different in GeTFEP-mid from MF-scale,

we swapped the value of Pro from MF-scale into GeTFEP-mid, and the performance of this hybrid scale

drops vastly (Pro-swapped in Tab. 1). This implies that a more lipid bilayer unfavorable Pro could fit

the hydrophobic environment better, consistent with our discussion in the previous section. Instead of

being a quantification of pure hydrophobicity of a single residue, GeTFEP is more a quantification of

energetic cost of transferring a residue from water into lipid bilayers in a general TMP structure.
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Hydrophobicity TMHs % (#) with
scale TM segs. correctly predicted TM res. precision TM res. recall TM res. F-measure

WW-scale 50%(66) 73% 75% 0.74
H-scale 22%(29) 95% 21% 0.34
EZα 49%(64) 71% 77% 0.74

MF-scale 48%(63) 77% 65% 0.70
Pro-swapped 49%(64) 72% 74% 0.71
GeTFEP-mid 69%(90) 85% 71% 0.78

Table 1: GeTFEP-mid performs better than the other hydrophobicity scales in predicting TM segments and
residues. The first three scales are measured or derived in TMHs, the others TMBs.

TMB insertion is a spontaneous process driven by thermostability

Unlike TMHs, after synthesis in cytoplasm, TMBs need to be sorted across periplasm, which lacks an en-

ergy source such as ATP, and is then folded into membranes. Experimentally measured thermodynamic

parameters suggest that folding free energies ensure successful periplasm translocation[26]. Computa-

tional results identify TFE of lipid-facing residues (LFRs) of hydrophobic core regions of TMBs are the

main driving force for TMBs to insert into membrane[20]. However, knowledge is still lacking about what

happens thermodynamically during the membrane insertion process. Moreover, it is unclear if amino

acid compositions of TMBs plays a role in the insertion process, given that LFRs of TMBs have clear

location patterns[22].

To answer these questions, we used a simplified TMB insertion model that ignores contributions from

the loops with 17 discrete steps (Fig. 3A). TMBs start from periplasm and fully insert into the membrane

from steps -8 to 0, which is based on the concerted folding mechanism proposed in [27]. From steps 0 to

+8, TMBs translocate across the membrane, which is a thought experiment. For toxin TMBs, insertion

process should be reversed, from -8 to +8. Assuming that the stability of a TMB can be approximated

by the additive model which summarizes TFEs of all LFRs inside the membrane region, stability of the
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TMB from steps -8 to +8 can be calculated with GeTFEP (or sGeTFEP for toxin TMBs).

Results of all the TMBs show a funnel like energetic pattern (Fig. 3B). Most (52 of 58) TMBs reach

their free energy minimum when they are fully inserted into membranes (step 0, Tab. S1). The funnel

pattern indicates that insertion of TMBs into outer membranes is a spontaneous process as expected.

TMBs are then energetically trapped after being fully inserted. For the TMBs (6 of 58) which are not

most stable when fully inserted, the mismatch could come either from wrong fully inserted positions (see

Materials and methods for details) or insufficiency of the additive model. However, the most stable steps

of all these TMBs are close to step 0 (steps 1 or -1), and the minimum TFEs are close to the TFEs of

step 0 as well (Tab. S2). Nevertheless, we will use only the 52 TMBs with energetic minimum in step 0

for the further tests in the next section.

Residue composition and location in TMBs are important in the inser-

tion process

TMBs are known as “inside-out” proteins, where charged/polar residues are enriched among pore-facing

residues of TMBs, while LFRs are mostly apolar. To test if the insertion funnel pattern comes merely from

the extensive property of the TFEs of these hydrophobic residues in the additive model, we shuffled the

residues within each TMB while keeping its structure (the side-chain direction of each position in one β-

strand and the interstrand pairing) unchanged. When the residues are shuffled regardless of their original

side-chain directions, it is highly unfavorable for the shuffled TMB to be inserted into the membrane

as expected. When only LFRs are shuffled, insertion of the shuffled TMBs is energetically favorable
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Figure 3: TMB insertion into the membrane. A. Simplified TMB insertion model with 17 steps B. Illustration
of how free energies change with TMB position in the membrane. The dashed red segments show that LFRs
of extracellular head group sometimes become energetically unfavorable in the membrane.
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(see Fig. S5 for example). However, fully inserted position (step 0) is not the most stable position in

17.4% cases of the LFR-shuffled TMBs (Tab. S1). In addition, the fully inserted LFR-shuffled TMBs

are unstable than the fully inserted WT TMBs for 50 out of 52 TMBs tested, and the insertion energy

required by the shuffled TMBs is on average 6.36 kcal/mol larger than those of the WT TMBs (Tab.

S2). These results indicate the composition and the location of LFRs in the TM region are “optimized”

to be very stable in the membrane environment.

We further divided the TM segment of a TMB into three parts, periplasmic headgroup, hydrophobic

core, and extracellular headgroup[22], to investigate how these regions of a TMB contribute to the

overall thermodynamic stability. A similar energetic pattern are shared among all 52 TMBs (Fig. 3B).

LFRs of the extracellular headgroup initialize the insertion process as they are energetically favorable in

the interfacial region of the membrane on the periplasmic side (steps -8 and -7), and then become less

favorable (sometimes unfavorable), while LFRs of hydrophobic core start to be inserted and strongly drive

the process (steps -6 to -2). When LFRs of extracellular headgroup approach the interfacial region on the

extracellular side, they become energetically favorable again. In the meantime, LFRs of the periplasmic

headgroup are inserted (steps -1 and 0), and the TFE of the whole TMB reaches its minimum (step 0).

Although it was previously shown that LFRs of the hydrophobic core is the main driving force for

TMBs to be inserted into membrane[20], interestingly, we observed that the TFEs of hydrophobic core

never reach their minimum when TMBs are fully inserted in all 52 cases, while TFEs of the whole TMBs

reach their minimum at the fully inserted position (step 0). The “W” shape free energy curves of the

two head group regions indicates that LFRs there act like “energetic latches” to lock TMBs in their fully
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inserted position (Fig. 3B).

Together with the residue shuffling results, it can be concluded that the energetic pattern of TMB

insertion is not simply from extensive properties of the TFEs and the model, and the residue location

patterns have thermodynamic impacts.

Predicting orientations and positions of TMBs

To further confirm that GeTFEP does capture the anisotropism of the membrane bilayer, we used

GeTFEP to predict the orientation and position of TMBs in membranes (Fig. 4A). The membrane is

modeled as an infinite slab with certain width 2h1/2. Each TMB is initially positioned in the membrane

with its mass center on the midplane of the membrane and its barrel axis aligned with the normal of

the membrane. A systematic searching for membrane width and the rigid body rotation angles and the

translation displacement of the TMB was then carried out. The positions of the lipid facing residues

of the barrel and of the residues of the loops are used to calculated the total TFE of the TMB with

GeTFEP (Fig. 4B). The orientations and the positions of TMBs with the lowest TFEs were selected as

predictions. The barrel tilt angles from the GeTFEP results correlate well (r = 0.76) with those from

the widely used Orientations of Proteins in Membranes (OPM) database[28], and the average barrel tilt

angle of 7.3◦, consistent with the same measures using OPM (6.2 ± 1.8◦) for the same dataset. The

predicted strand tilt angles and the membrane thickness from GeTFEP is also in good agreement with

experimentally determined ones(Tab. 2).
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Figure 4: Prediction of positions and orientations of TMB. A. A systematic search is carried out for each
TMB to determine the hydrophobic region 2 h1/2, the translation displacement between the TMB and the
membrane dz, and the tilt angle which depends on the rigid body rotation anglesθx, θy, and θz. B. The
funnel energetic landscape of an example TMB (BtuB, PDB:1nqe). The landscape shows the TMB TFEs
when the protein is rotated around the x- and the y- axes.

Protein PDB ID Experiment GeTFEP OPM
TM tilt FhuA 2fcp 46.0∗ 38.2 38.3

(◦) OmpA 1bxw 44.5∗ 40.2 38.7
Membrane FhuA 1fep ≥ 23.1 23.5 24.3
thickness OmpF 2omf ∼ 21.0 22.8 25.2

(Å) BtuB 1nqe ≥ 20.2 23.0 23.4

Table 2: Comparison between TMB position and orientation predictions using GeTFEP and ex-
perimental results. Experimental values were obtained from site-directed spin labeling stud-
ies, cryo-electron microscopy data, X-ray scattering or hydrophobic matching experiments[29].
∗ the experimental values are systematically larger, which could be due to orientational disorder under
the experimental conditions, suggesting experimental tilt angles represent the upper bounds of the actual
values[29].
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Figure 5: Predicted interesting sites of PagP

Predicting structurally or functionally interesting sites of TMBs

As TFEs of lipid facing residues are the main energetic factor of the thermodynamic stability of TMBs,

one wonders if the TFE deviation from GeTFEP of residues can be used to detect structurally or

functionally interesting sites of TMBs. We performed a outlier detection procedure (see Materials and

Methods for details) on TM LFRs of TMBs with sufficient experimental results (OmpLA, PagP, and

PagL). A considerable fraction of the outlier residues have certain functional roles or are structurally

different from normal beta barrels (Tab 3). For example, 27I, 69L, 125L and 131L in PagP are detected as

interesting sites, where 69L interacts with the out clamp α-helix of the protein, and 27I and 125L are at the

lateral routes where β-hydrogen bonding is absent so that substrates get access into the protein interior

[30](Fig 5). We cannot compare all of our outlier detection results with experiments due to the limited

experiment studies with single residue resolution. However, our attempt shows that without requiring

3D structures of the TMBs, more sophisticated methods considering the thermodynamic stability of

residues (for example, using GeTFEP) could be developed to detect sites of interest in TMBs, which can

complement/guide design of further experiments.
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Protein Seq ID Notes
38N
40L Substrate binding [33]
92Y Substrate binding [33]

OmpLA(1qd6) 116P Interstand neighbor of 92Y and 142H
120L
142H Catalytic site [34, 35]
156N Catalytic site [34, 35]
237L
27I Lateral route from membrane to protein interior [36]

PagP(1thq) 69L Interact with the out clamp α-helix [36]
125L Lateral route from membrane to protein interior [36]
131L

PagL(2erv) 108I Ligand binding site [37]
126H Catalytic site [38]

Table 3: Predicted interesting sites of OmpLA, PagP and PagL

3 Conclusions and outlook

In this study, we computed the TFE profiles of a non-redundant TMB dataset, and showed that these

profiles share common properties. General Transfer Free Energy Profile (GeTFEP) was then derived from

these TFE profiles, which agrees well with previous experimentally measured and computationally derived

scales. Although lipid bilayers have considerable anisotropic heterogeneity along the bilayer normal,

experimental measurements of TFEs in depths other than the mid-plane is still lacking. GeTFEP fills

this gap. By applying GeTFEP in the hydropathy analysis of TMHs, we showed that GeTFEP performs

even better than the hydrophobicity scales measured/calculated in TMH systems. Therefore, GeTFEP

reflects the energetic cost of transferring an amino acid side-chain into certain depth of membrane within

a general TMP architecture. This may help in improving secondary structure prediction methods.

Using GeTFEP, we explored the energetic contribution of each part of TMBs to the insertion process,

and showed that amino acid residue composition and location of β-strands of TMBs are optimized to fit

their environment. We are also able to predict the position and orientation of TMBs inside membranes
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with GeTFEP. Moreover, we demonstrated that deviation of TFEs from GeTFEP can be used to detect

structurally or functionally interesting sites of TMBs with a naive outlier detection method. As engi-

neering of transmembrane pore-forming proteins are drawing increasing attention in bionanotechnology

such as DNA sequencing[39][40] and molecule detection[41], GeTFEP may provide insights in designing

stable bionanopores and in tailoring and engineering their structures and functions.

4 Materials and methods

Dataset

We use 58 non-homologous β-barrel membrane proteins (resolution 1.45Å– 3.2Å) with less than 30%

pairwise sequence identity for this study. The pdb codes are: 1a0s, 1bxw, 1e54, 1ek9, 1fep, 1i78, 1k24,

1kmo, 1nqe, 1p4t, 1prn, 1qd6, 1qj8, 1t16, 1thq, 1tly, 1uyn, 1xkw, 1yc9, 2erv, 2f1c, 2f1t, 2fcp, 2gr8, 2lhf,

2lme, 2mlh, 2mpr, 2o4v, 2omf, 2por, 2qdz, 2vqi, 2wjr, 2ynk, 3aeh, 3bs0, 3csl, 3dwo, 3dzm, 3fid, 3kvn,

3pik, 3rbh, 3rfz, 3syb, 3szv, 3v8x, 3vzt, 4c00, 4e1s, 4gey, 4k3c, 4pr7, 4q35, 7ahl, 3b07, 3o44.

Cluster analysis of TMB TFE profiles

Euclidean distance between the TFE profiles of the TMBs and single linkage are used in the hierarchical

clustering. The conclusion remains the same if correlation distance and/or other reasonable linkages (eg.

average linkage or weighted linkage) are used.
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Insertion of TMBs

The concerted insertion process is discretized into 17 steps, where in each step one layer of lipid-facing

residues is either inserted into the membrane (step -8 to 0) or pulled out of the membrane (step 0 to

+8). The fully inserted positions of TMBs at step 0 were determine using the OPM database [28].

Predicting structurally or functionally interesting sites

For a lipid-facing residue in a TMB, we calculate the z-score of its TFE by z = TFE−µ
σ

, where µ and σ

are respectively the mean and the standard deviation values in GeTFEP of the same amino acid in the

same depth. When z > 1.64 or < −1.64 (which correspond to 5% and 95% in the normal distribution),

we take the residue as outlier that may be structurally and functionally interesting.
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Supplementary information

A B

C D

7ahl 3b07

Figure S1: A. A typical TFE profile of TMBs (FptA, PDB id:1xkw). B. The structures of α-hemolysin
(PDB id:7ahl) and γ-hemolysin (PDB id:3b07). C. The TFE profile of α-hemolysin. D. The TFE profile
of γ-hemolysin. Since the structures are both repeated hairpin, there is only one data point for each amino
acid residue in every depth of their profiles.
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PDB code min ∆G step WT ∆G mis-insertion # (of 2000) ∆∆G
1bxw 0 -23.58 616 1.63
1e54 0 -46.03 66 7.90
1ek9 0 -58.23 403 10.35
1fep 0 -61.58 35 8.53
1i78 0 -30.88 216 4.58
1k24 0 -33.41 163 1.99
1kmo 0 -60.55 16 7.95
1nqe 0 -49.83 91 6.18
1p4t 0 -25.68 282 3.61
1prn 0 -43.02 959 9.74
1qd6 0 -34.92 559 7.02
1qj8 0 -21.53 196 4.15
1t16 0 -45.64 08 9.88
1thq 0 -23.10 253 5.52
1tly 0 -28.58 415 2.42
1uyn 0 -33.95 128 4.81
1xkw 0 -59.91 133 9.54
2erv 0 -24.56 398 4.54
2f1c 0 -43.85 473 0.14
2f1t 0 -23.14 280 3.00
2fcp 0 -52.14 717 6.73
2lhf 0 -16.19 757 2.89
2lme 0 -34.17 525 -2.64
2mlh 0 -26.15 676 1.55
2mpr 0 -36.30 688 9.95
2o4v 0 -48.16 190 7.11
2omf 0 -37.71 98 8.65
2por 0 -32.70 994 8.12
2qdz 0 -52.23 289 10.44
2vqi 0 -43.92 441 15.28
2wjr 0 -33.58 72 5.30
2ynk 0 -44.68 141 7.75
3aeh 0 -25.59 471 6.23
3b07 0 -5.14 1670 0.67
3bs0 0 -47.60 95 6.18
3csl 0 -70.94 11 9.55

3dwo 0 -48.32 41 9.17
3dzm 0 -33.27 86 1.26
3kvn 0 -36.38 116 6.60
3pik 0 -36.54 779 4.83
3rbh 0 -41.60 162 6.78
3syb 0 -45.97 236 10.70
3szv 0 -55.25 129 12.65
3v8x 0 -58.94 68 13.24
3vzt 0 -25.56 1018 4.71
4c00 0 -36.32 147 6.76
4e1s 0 -36.20 112 7.20
4gey 0 -49.42 164 8.25
4k3c 0 -48.53 92 6.36
4pr7 0 -38.13 104 3.15
4q35 0 -55.56 97 12.52
7ahl 0 -3.93 1246 -0.49

Summary 17.4% 6.36 ± 3.70

Table S1: The insertion TFEs of WT and LFR-shuffled TMBs calculated with GeTFEP. The ∆∆G shows
the differences between TFEs of the WT TMBs at step 0 and the average of the minimum TFEs of the
LFR-shuffled TMBs.
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Figure S2: The symmetric version of GeTFEP. This profile is derived by replacing the right part (depth 1 –
4) of the GeTFEP by the mirror of the left part (depth -4 – -1)

PDB code min ∆G step min ∆G step 0 ∆G
1a0s 1 -29.77 -30.92
1yc9 -1 -48.40 -49.94
2gr8 -1 -22.74 -24.37
3fid -1 -35.96 -36.37
3o44 1 -23.77 -29.70
3rfz -1 -43.08 -43.46

Table S2: The insertion TFEs calculated with GeTFEP.
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Figure S3: Comparison between GeTFEP and other hydrophobicity scales.
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Figure S4: Hydropathy analysis with GeTFEP-mid. The blue segments are the known TM regions, while
the red ones are predicted by the hydropathy analysis. The analysis was carried out using Membrane Protein
Explorer (MPEx) [42] A. An example (AChR pore α subunit) shows both the TM region and the number
of the TM segments are correctly predicted. A. An example (AChR pore γ subunit) shows the predicted
number of the TM segments are wrong, though the TM regions are correctly predicted.
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Figure S5: An example of the insertion TFEs (Omp32, PDB ID:1e54). A. The insertion TFEs of the WT
Omp32 shows a funnel pattern. The insertion TFEs of the residue-shuffled Omp32 regardless of side-chain
directions (B) and of the the LFR-shuffled Omp32 (C).
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